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The last chapter of Milnor's book "Singularities of complex hyper-
surfaces" deals with the topology of polynomial isolated singularities
iR», 0) -+ (Rk, 0), n~k. When k~2 this is a rather exceptional situation
from the COO-point of view: in general the singular set of such a singularity
will be a stratified set of dimension k - 1. However if k = 2 and n = 2m
we obtain a lot of examples as follows: take a polynomial in m complex
variables with isolated singularity in the origin, which is not exceptional
within the "holomorphic category", and consider it as an isolated singu-
larity (R2rn, 0) -+ (R2, 0). Other examples have been given by N. Kuiper
for (n, k) = (4m, 3), (8m, 5), (16m, 9). Therefore Milnor posed the following
questions:
1. Do polynomial isolated singularities (R2m, 0) -+ (R2, 0) exist which are
not topologically equivalent with a holomorphic isolated singularity:
«», 0) -+ (C, O)?
2. For which pairs (n, k) do non-trivial examples exist?
(Later on we will give a definition of non-trivial). Milnor showed that
in any such case n ~ 2k - 2.
We will show that the answer to question 1. is affirmative and that
question 2. has a purely differential-topological formulation.
In [1] MILNOR proves:
Theorem A: Suppose I: iR», 0) -+ (Rk, 0) is an analytic isolated
singularity and let De denote the s-ball centered at the origin. For small
e the pair (De' 1-1(0 ) n D.) is homeomorphic to the cone on the pair
(i'JD
e
, 1-1(0) n i'JD.), and 1-1(0) n i'JDe is a submanifold of i'JDe•
Let Kn-q-1 be an oriented submanifold of an oriented S» with trivial
normal bundle. Suppose that for some trivialisation c: T(K) -+ K x Dq+1
of a tubular neighborhood T(K) of K the fibre bundle defined by the
composition poe:
T(K)-K -+ Kx (Dq+1-{O}) ---+ Sq with p(k, d)=d/ldl,
extends to a smooth fibre bundle Sn-K -+ Sq. Then the pair (Sn, Kn-q-1)
will be called a Neuwirth-Stallings pair (abbreviated as NS pair). K may
be vacuous.
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The following theorem is also proved III [1];
Theorem B: Under the hypothesis oftheorem A,let K = oDe n 1-1(0 ).
Then (oDe' K) is a NS pair.
We will call (f:JDe, K) the associated NS pair of the singularity. An
isolated singularity is called non-trivial if the fibre of the associated N S
pair is not diffeomorphic to the open n - k ball.
Suppose (SIn, K 1n-q-1) and (S2n, K 2n-q-1) are NS pairs with bundle-
projections J'"I:1, n2 and fibres FI, F 2 respectively.
We will describe how to obtain a new NS pair which we shall call the
connected sum. Choose a point Pi E K, and a small coordinate neighborhood
D, of Pi which is diffeomorphic to D», For a suitable choice D, the pair
(D i , D, n K) is diffeomorphic to the canonical embedding tD», Dn-q-1).
Let Sn = {(xo, ... , xn) E Rn+1: .k'::~ xp= 1}.D+n= {x E s», xo~ O] and D:» =
= {x E S»: Xo~ O}. Furthermore let Sn-q-1 = {x E S»: Xl = 0, ... Xq+1 = O},
D+n-q-1=D+n n Sn-q-1, D_n-q-1=D_n n Sn-q-1 and give s» and Sn-q-1
fixed orientations. If ex: Sn - Dn-q-1 ~ Rq+1 denotes the projection x ~
~ (Xl, ... , Xq+1 ), define n: Sn_Dn-q-1 ~ Sq by n(x) =ex(x)/lex(x)l.
Now we can map (SIn, D 1) onto (S», D+n) by an orientation preserving
diffeomorphism hI, such that
1. hI maps the pair (D 1, D 1 n K) diffeomorphically and orientation pre-
serving onto (D+n, D+n-q-1),
2. on a neighborhood of D+n n D_n) - Dn-q-1 n is identical to n 1hc1.
Perform the same procedure with the pair (S2n, K 2n-q-1), but replace
D;», D+n-q-1 by D.», D_n-q-1 respectively and obtain a diffeomorphism h2.
Consider the connected sum of SIn and S2n under h2hc1[bD1: f:JD1~ oD2.
hI and h2 define a diffeomorphism of SIn # S2n onto S». Moreover we
have obtained a new NS pair, whose total space is SIn # S2n-K1 # K 2,
and whose fibre is diffeomorphic to the interior of F1 # F2 (here a con-
nected sum along the boundary). We will denote this pair by (SIn, K 1) #
# (S2n, K 2). Note that if K 1 and K 2 are both connected, the connected
sum is unique up to orientation preserving diffeomorphism.
Now we can formulate the main theorem, which is a partial converse
of theorem B:
Theorem: Let (Sn, Kn-q-1) be a NS pair with K =1-4>. Then there exists
a polynomial isolated singularity (Rn+1, 0)~ (RIc+1, 0), whose associated NS
pair is isomorphic to (S», K) # ((_1)n-1Sn, (-l)n-qK).
(Here we use the convention that for an oriented manifold M, -M
denotes the same manifold but with reversed orientation).
Proof: Note that iS», K) # ((_1)n-1Sn, (-l)n-qK)hasthe following
symmetry property: we can map it onto the unitsphere S of Rn+1 by a
diffeomorphism H such that
X E H(K # (-l)n-qK) implies -x E H(K # (-l)n-qK)
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and
xi H(K # (-I)n-qK) implies -n'H-I(x)=n'H-I( -x),
where n' denotes the bundle projection
(This can be seen by taking H =hl # -hI, where hI is a mapping which
was used for the construction of the connected sum, and - hI is the
composition of hI and the reflection with respect to 0 E Rn+l). We will
abbreviate the image of (S», K) # ((_1)n-18n, (-I)n-qK) under H as
(8, L).
At first we will construct a Coo-mapping 8 ~ Rq+l having at least rank
q on 8 and being of maximal rank on a neighborhood of L. Choose a
trivialisation c: T(L) ~ L x tn» of a tubular neighborhood T(L) of L such
that the mapping p 0 c: T(L) -L ~ L x (Dq+l- {O}) ~ S« with p(k, d) =
=d/ldl, is identical to nIT(L) -L and moreover -iXC(X) =iXC( -x). Here
n=n'H-I and iX; Lx Dq+l ~ Dq+l denotes projection on the second factor.
Let {J: [0, 1] ~ [0, 1] be a Coo-function, with the following properties:
{J vanishes on [0, !], {J equals 1 on [l, 1] and {J is strictly monotone on
(!, l). Define 1>: 8 ~ Rq+l by
1>(x) =n(x) if xi T(L),
1>(x) =iX 0 c(x)(l- (J(liX 0 c(x) I)) +n(x){J(liX 0 c(x)l) if x E T(L) - L
and
1>(x) = 0 if x E L.
Then 1> is a Coo-mapping and it is of rank q+ 1 on {x: 1>(x)~t}. Since the
mapping defined on {x: 1>(x) ~ t} by x ~ 1>(x)/I1>(x)1 is a submersion it
follows that 1> is at least of rank q on this set. Moreover 1>( - x) = -1>(x).
Extend 1> by 1>: Rn+l~Rq+l, ¢(tx)=t1>(x), Ixl=l, tE[O,oo). As one
easily verifies 1> is of maximal rank on a neighborhood of 8. Approximate
ef up to first derivative by a polynomial mapping f/J in a neighborhood
of 8. Then iP, iP(x) = tf/J(x) - tf/J( - x) approximates rp up to first derivative
as well. We require f/J to be such that iP-I(O) n 8 is isotopic with L III 8
and that iP is of maximal rank on 8.
Since the polynomials iPI, ... , iPq+l have only terms of odd degree, the
functions !J(x)=iPj(x/lxl)lxldi, dj=degree (iPj) (j=l, ... ,q+l), are poly-
nomials as well. Then /1, ..., !q+l define an isolated singularity with (8, L)
as associated N8 pair.
Corollary: For each m ~ 2 here exists a polynomial isolated singularity
(R2m, 0) ~ (R2, 0), whose associated N8 pair cannot be homeomorphic to a
N8 pair associated to any isolated holomorphic singularity to», 0) ~ (C, 0);
in particular this singularity is not topologically. equivalent to any holomorphic
isolated singularity.
Proof: Suppose first m=2. The "figure-eight knot" is a N8 pair
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(S3, K) (compare [2], [3]), whose Alexander polynomial equals t2-3t+ 1.
By our theorem there exists a polynomial isolated singularity with as-
sociated NS pair (S3, K) # (S3, K). The Alexander polynomial of (S3, K) #
# (S3, K) equals (t2 - 3t+ 1)2, which is clearly not a product of cyclotomic
polynomials.
Now, a result of Grothendieck asserts that the Alexander polynomial
of the associated NS pair of an isolated holomorphic singularity (Om, 0) --+
--+ (0, 0), m ~ 2, must be a product of cyclotomic polynomials This proves
the corollary for m = 2.
Ifm > 2 spin the "figure-eight knot" around the S4 (see for this procedure
[4], [5]). This preserves the NS-structure and we obtain a NS pair (S4, K2)
with the same knotgroup as the figure-eight knot. Perform this procedure
an even number of times in order to obtain a N S pair (S2m-I, K2m-3)
with still the same fundamental group as the figure-eight knot. Apply
the same reasoning as was used for the case m = 2 and the corollary follows
for m>2.
Remark: The last part of the proof also shows that given a non-
trivial polynomial isolated singularity (Rn, 0) --+ (Rk, 0) there exists a non-
trivial polynomial isolated singularity (Rn+l, 0) --+ (Rk, 0), assuming that
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